KENDRIYA VIDYAKAY IIT CAMPUS, CHENNAI 36
SOCOAL SCINCE FA 3 QUESTION BANK FOR 10TH STD
I ANSWER THE FOLLOWING (HISTORY)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Write short note on Jallian Walabagh, Rowlatt Act?
What was thwe Kilafat issue?
What was Dandi March? Poona pact, Chauri Chaura?
Who was the writer of the Hind Swaraj”
What is Satyagraha? Write three early Satyaraha movements?
Give reasons why the non-co-operation movement slow down in Cities?
Describe the peasant Rebellion in Awadh and Andhra Pradesh during nonNon co-operation movement?
8. How did Nationalism or sense of collective belonging grow and spread
among Indians despite cultural religious diverstity?
9. Explain Civil disobedience Movement?
ANSWER THE FOLLOWING (GEOGRAPHY)
1. Difference between conventional and non conventional sources of Energy?
2. What are the main types of formation in which minerals occur? Explain.
3. Define minerals. Explain the classification of the minerals?
4. What are the metallic minerals? Give examples.
5. Write the names of major iron-ore belt in India.
6. “Nuclear energy is the hope of future” Justify the statement.
7. Explain solar energy and wind energy.
8. What are the four types of Coals? Explain the characteristics.
9. Explain natural gas as a Source of Energy in India and also give its
distribution.
10. Explain the conservation of minerals and energy.
ANSWER THE FOLLOWING (CIVICS)
1. What is pressure group, Interest groups, political parties?
2. How do pressure groups and movements influence in politics?
3. Describe the main features of the popular struggle against privitation of the
water in Bolivia.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Describe the popular mass struggle for restoring democracy in Nepal?
Who became the Prime the Nepal in 2000?
Give a comparative analysis of the protest movement in Nepal and Bolivia.
What are the differences between sectional interest group and public
Interest group?
8. What was the objects of “Narmada Bachao Andholan” .
9. What was the aim of popular movement of Nepal in 2006.
10. What is FEDECOR, Maoists, BAMCEF?
ANSWER THE FOLLOWING (ECONOMICS)
1. Difference between formal, informal sources of credit.
2. What are the SHGs explain.
3. Why is modern currency accepted as a medium of exchange without any use
of its own? Find out the reasons.
4. What is collateral? And dept drap.
5. “Money place an important role in a democracy” Explain.
6. In what ways does the reserve Bank of India supervise the functioning of
Bank.
MAP
Amritsar,( Jallian wala Bagh) incident, The place where no tax campain was
lauched.
Place where congress session 1927, the place associated with the peasants
Satyagraha, Chauri Chaura, Iron-ore mine of Karnataka, Bailadila,Bokaro,
Mumbai high Haldia, Kaiga, coal field of Jharkhand, an ore mine of Karnataka.

